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ABSTRACT
A Wheel Speed Change-Gyrocompass is evaluated utilizing a MI
designed 2FBG-10HI single-degree-of-freedom integrating gyroscope..
Empirical results from six controlled tests are the basis of the investi . .
gation.
The relationship between output axis torque and the square of
wheel excitation current is determined. A sensitivity of 1. 5 dyne-centi-
meters per ampere squared, or in terms of WVSC-Gyrocompass perform ance
8000 seconds of arc per ampere squared, is recorded. The gyro flex-lead
configuration is discussed as the poso±ble mechanism.
The effect of the current sensitivity on the WSC-Gyrocompass is
evaluated and recommendations for improving the performance are made.
The evaluation emphasizes the advantages of performing automatic
test sequences and data acquisition completely free of human involvement.
An equational comparison of the different gyro-error-averaging
techniques as well as a history of WSC accomplishments are presented....
Thesis Supervisor: Winston R. Markey
Title: Professor of Aeronatuics as Astronautics
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CHA.PTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The word 'Gyrocompass ' ' is presently used to describe a viriety
of ways for determining a system's earth orientation based on. measure-
ments relative to gravity and the earth's angular velocity vector unsingý
level sensors and gyroscopes. In an attempt to arrive at an operational
solution to the accurate-gyrocompass problem independent of gyro
residual drift rates, three gyro-error- averaging-techniques are
currently under investigation throughout the country. To date, inertial
guidance systems employing three gyro-gyrocompassing concepts. hve
maintained their effectiveness by utilizing both a gyro-error- averaging
technique and an astronomicai azimuth tie to the North Star. The
basic optical transfer problems of human error and vehicle seismic:
disturbances are well known and represent the driving function to
develop a completely independent, time invariant, self-aligning sysrtem.
An equational comparison of the single instrument-gyrocompa'ss
methods is presented in Chapter 2. The basic assumptions as welltas
the weighted interdependences of alignment angles and gyro interference
torques are shown.
Wheel Speed Change (WSC) is very attractive as the gyro coi•-.
pensation mechanization, because it can be accomplished without
additional instruments or repositioning of an inertially stable platform.
However, problems of bias and bias stability have prevented widespread
usage of this method. Chapter 3 familiarizes the reader with the history
of previous attempts at WSC. Most of these attempts have been at .the
system level, with all considerations being given to optimizing systei
performance through development of trial and error system techniques.
Due to the intricacies of system operation, this has led to a qualitative,
rather than a quantitive, evaluation of WSC- Gyrocompassing o.n a::
single gyroscope.
Chapter 4 represents a quantitative evaluation of the MIT
designed 2FBG-10H s ingle-degree.-of-freedom integrating gyroscopei
performing as a Wheel Speed Change-Gyrocompass. From previous"
S (I) Four Position Averaging, (2) Two Positi.on Averaging, an::d~
(3) AWrheel Soeed Change Averaging.
UNGL ASSFI D,
experience, it was found that performance is largely dependent on the
gyro wheel excitation pa.ramreters. Therefore, a controlled experiment
in which. wheel excitation was varied while all significant parameters
were measured was the basis of this evaluation.
As is the hope of all experimenters, It was anticipated that this
investigation would establish the state-of-the- art in WSC- Gyrocompassing.
in this it has failed. However, justification for the relatively high
consistent performance in the 30 seconds of arc lar region has been
tentatively determined. A large, repeatable, linear, performance
sensitivity to the mean square of wheel current in the order of 8000
arc secsiamp was measured. Therefore, assuming this to be the
only interference, to achieve a performance of 5 seconds of arc would
require the wheel supply to regulate current to better than 0.001 amp .
This requires a supply with 0.1% current regulation!
Upon reviewing the wheel power flex leads in the 2FBG-10H
Gyroscope, it was determined that although mechanical symmetry was
achieved with the four leads, electrical non-symmetry did exist because
only three leads were used for wheel motor excitation. As a further
investigation into the flex leads as the mechanism source, an experiment
was accomplished with four flex leads in the normally used brominated
fluid on an air-bearing table. The results are presented in the Appendix.
The instrument was located in a stable and benign test station.
All test sequences and data acquisition were accomplished automatically
by a tape controlled programmer. The pertinent data was accumulated
on paper-punch tape for computer reduction. Thus, the capability
existed to perform the identical test sequence n times without human
involvement. It was this systematic approach of accumulating data that
led to the repeatable determination of the gyrocompass performance
dependency on wheel excitation. The requirement that highly repeatable
experiments for accurate evaluations be free of human interference
cannot be over-emphasized. It is toward this goal that the discussion
in this thesis are truly significant.
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CHAPTER 2 GYROCOMPASS METHODS
Chapter 2 presents an equational comparison of the seven gyro-
compassing methods that can be derived from the two basic concepts
of positional averaging and wheel speed change averaging. From the
following basic gyro torque equation:
Mmeas = (H x WIE)Az + MINTF (2-1)
One sees that azimuth offset (AZ) can be separated from gyro drift
rates (MINTF) by either reversing the effects of earth rate (WIE) or by
changing the angular momentum (H) of the gyro wheel. The positional
averaging methods accurately position the gyro input axis in 1800
increments about the output or spin axes. The wheel speed change
technique halves the angular momentum, thus having the effects of
angle misalignments.
Figure 2.1, Position Averaging Alignments, illustrates the four
pertinent 180 0 -positional orientations and the resulting alignment angles.
At the base of the figure are the torque equations which are derived from
the alignment angles and the currently accepted linear gyro model.
Table 2.1, Coefficient Extraction By Gyrocompass Methods,
reveals the weighted interdependences of alignment angles and gyro
bias torques for the seven methods shown.
The following assumptions are made in the derivation of these-
equations:
1) The output axis of the single-degree-of-freedom gyro is
nominally vertical, thus minimizing the effects of mass
unbalance about the output axis.
2) The entire measured torque is realized only from torque-s
about the gyro output axis and is expressed in dyne-cm.
3) The magnitude of the interfering torques is independent
of position and has negligible drift over the measurement
interval.
4) The gyro input axis and output axis are mutually orthogonal
to the spin axis.
5) The test fixturing is such that the rotational axes describe
the system coordinate set.
6) All alignments are such that the small angle approximations
are valid: sin A = A and cos A = 1, in radians.
Small internal non-orthogonalities in the gyro introduce only
second-order effects. The spin axis is the means of locating the gyro
to outside references and, thus, to the earth's rotation vector.
Alignment methods and secondary external gyro references should be
established recognizing this fact.
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DEFINITIONS F
COORDINATES
N, E, A
X,Y, Z
S,I,O
ANGLES
A(Y, E)A
A(Y, E)N
A(S, X)z
A(0 Z)x
A (rot)
z
(rot)X
ANGULAR RATES
WIEV
WIEH
H
'OR FIGURE 2.1 and TABLE 2.1
Local geographic coordinate set.
System reference set as defined by the&
rotation axes.
Gyro reference set, with spin axis in
norm.al. position and the other two axs...
mutually orthogonal to it.
Base misa.lignment in azimuth, the quantitylý• ..y
to be measured.
Misalignment of base to local verticali: about-
a north axis.
Misalignment of gyro spin axis to horiz6n~tal
rotation axis about vertical rotation axi•'-'1s.,; :
MIisalignment of gyro output axis to vertical
rotation axis about horizontal rotation a-iis."
Rotation in excess of 180 about vertical.•'
rotation axis.
Rotation in excess of 1800 about horizontal
rotation axis.
Vertical component of earth rate::..
WIECos Lat
Horizontal component of earth rate--
W Sin Lat'
IE
Angular momentum of gyro wheel .at ..
normal speed.
INTERFERLNG TORQUES
Residual restraint torques present in the gyro.
Changes in the residual torque caused by
changing the internal gyro conditions while
Wheel Speed Change gyrocompassing.
A gyro torque due to gravity along the output
axis. The exact mechanism for the develop-
ment of this torque is not known.
MEASURED TORQUES
M(, F)' M( 1 , F) . . The measured torque about the output axis
to satisfy the torque to balance loop in
position 0, 1, . . at full wheel speed.
Same as above except measurem
when wheel is at half speed.
tenti is made.."".
%5:1
• .;.::.
::%
.. •;
::..•.
8
MWSC
M(O, H)' M(1, H)..
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2.1 SUMMARYA.
Althou.uh t. [- he gcyvro"lcomn pa ls • ethods _.'e idealized, o)ut-
standing data has been accumulated :I justiy .: exte lntsive in\est'igLtio:
into these techniques for' gyrn- •-e r-averagin .
The absolute deter-minattin i of systemnr azimuth independent
f gyco 1.linmlent Is only .o(tai 'lm I•• thA otvk: " LoUg
te(chni u e. Sho•t term data (1-2 ,.(,.ks) ii i.:a.te Iothr biases aInd
stanctarid deviations of loss than , s•Icnds f!: ai. This a ) :'oa'c.hes
the confidence levei l of ti' .he o tical sui'vi e at;a.
The two positionl aaveragng anci the on, position wheel. speed
chan'e rnithlh can:not detecrmuini .bsn alt w Li irmutl :i lthlu Ic(atini
the g•y) inp'ut axis with v'respec" to the svsCten. A.s iute alibruatinO
i)f the glyro axes has nrt beein o"innstraLiei below thie D! second of are.
ei(onI . HowevCV- the axeOs r asiilitly is sulch that cons istenit irestlils .
have rdemonstrated a cap)abil.itv of, making sta ble measurements of s-m.all
azimuth angle excursions with a stand..ar d d(,tviation ot less than 5
seconds of armc. These -esults 5 wes'ir' nov : -btained by1 the I autAhor' in his<
investigations with a MIT 2FBC-1O0H gyrio. Refer'ences 3, 4 and .5
report the experiments perfomed on a stable platifo rc utiliz:ing MIT
2 FBCG - F g yros.
The opposinpgr syst'miL iYui••fr'nnts (" ast reacti0 time a~nd.
accur'ate steady-state pecrfor'ma.nce show uip in the data presented by:
different organizations. For example, sample repetition times ranging-
from a few minutes to several ho:rs appear. The sequence of sampling,
as well as the generlal method, is op)timized 'or narticular types of
gyros.
The full data r-equireyments incrlude bias , standar-d deviation,
linearity, and long term changes o•( azimuth anle mt-as oem(-ent.
However', nmrost available data app•roac:h conmplei eness only over petri:ds
of 'a few hours to AI. few dtlqs. Isolated ex.amp.les ex--ctending aup l:o periods
O•f several months dto exist, ancid these Ldata revi'tal biases in azi.mui.th
indication that would reqoui re fu rthe r" ..vehlopnme-rnal1. work.
N_.. -
On the basis of the presented equations and the data available,
the four position measurement is preferable. However, the level of
instrumentation required for implementation of this method into an
inertially stable platform is the driving force for an exhaustive
investigation into the much simpler one-position WSC technique, The
remainder of the text will ass'ume that all WSC is one-oosition unless
otherwise stated.
Preliminary studies into WSC considered the possibility of a
M WSC term or a torque uncertainty occurring when the wheel
angular momentum was changed. Chapter 3 discusses these studies
as well as the results obtained in previous WSC gyrocompass-
averaging attempts.
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The effectiveness f n iti gu ce sysem limted by the
accuracy to w:hich it. m:ay be aigned m; an•. .i I nd to Itc vt L•ical. In
a stationary esmyst nthe, .verticainay be sensed and corrctcd with an
ace le rome ter ,pedul:im. , : o : he r .le ve cevic : on the gy ' stabiliz ed
optical ttearnsfer s C:ro m gi(ro.nid bhas ed 'efe-! A e I
Due to the susce ptibility • • othe. opti.• ail. Ct... aInsfes to n aturavL•'and
nian-. made distu-rbances, tihe gy( .Ao S. V.•..-S iVcSrporated into the
mo.)re sophisticated .ineil, xuid(n(e syste.ms. T ilhus, thc ,ystem could
deterrm, i.e. its own azimuth by a•t.:.iigm n.,iz I ihe: [ a] ve.r•ici. andihI
earth's angular velocity vec:tor. R1fr•ifeir e.c% e 3 i:s an ex.• clnt so: urce: for
obtaining an unders-tand.ing of a. gyroo .... ri.g sy to
The rtequiremient of 1.0ng te'1rm ac.curate perfoCm.nc. :of the
gyro(ompass has to be solvid: before coinpileP epl raion Frrom a
ground referen.ce: is effected. T.- optimum goal is to use a gy o wit
a drift uncer-tainrty. of less than or eai. • eo 10 .c.Lad/se e for an in-:
definite p•eriod; :i.b.-: , the- eqiival:ent of about I:hreei -I :nd of a .r0
azimuth mis8alignment.
The current state-of-the-at:. prr .sion gyro d:p i:iemonstrate the
required: stability for pe.riods of 2 weeks :to. 30 da:ys Threore, the
need:: for a gyro-erro-a veraging-techn ique- wa evident pio10 to the
actual building .of flyable gyrocomfpa;ssinitg systrn
The: tehchniqu which lends itsei: most eadily to system us••s:
wheel speed. change of the east-s.eeking-gyro . '1.tisaffords the mnmum
of- addit:ional system inst-ruentato and "ihe s•~i .••. . i w ain. a ..:
taine" d in. an••r peration status.
3.1. PR LIMINAI. IN 'E 1 STIGA TIONS
The: inihtial .mpirical i vestiat W SC was ac com•plished
by the MIT Instrumentatiomvaboratory in early' 162 (see Ref ere6rce 1)
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A single MIT 2FBG- 7F was evaluated to determine the effects, if any,
caused by changing wheel speeds. 200 hours of WSC data were
accumulated with a cycle period of I hour and an analog torquing loop
with a characteristic time of 100 seconds. No attempt at locating the
gyro input axis was made, since repeatability was the prime concern.
The results indicated an average difference of 0.043 dyne-cm
between the torques measured at the two wheel speeds. This is of
little significance since, as was shown in Table 2.1, the difference
of torques is dependent on several alignment angles and interfer-
ing torques. However, the standard deviation noted over the 200
hours was 0.004 dyne-cm. This was significant since it meant that if
a MWSC did exist, it was at least in the stability range of interest. It
was also noted that although the normal wheel speed torque changed
0.1 dyne-cm over the test period, the average of the torque difference
was constant with the stated standard deviation.
Although the investigation was extremely short,. and problems
of temperature control, wheel supply non-linearity, and limited
monitoring equipment were evident, it was decided to modify a
laboratory inertial measurement unit (IMU) to perform self compen-
sation by the wheel speed change method.
3.2 WSC COMPENSATION OF AN IMU
Automatic wheel speed change compensation was used in the
MIT 2-16 MK II, 3-gyro, gyrocompassing system to detect changes
in the east gyro residual torque. The technique is independent of
external angles, deriving all gyro drift information from open loop
angular rates, measured by a two-axis pendulum on the stabilized
member.
The initial conditions of WSC compensation were that for equal
east gyro wheel power at both sppeds, 6000 and 12000 rpm, the gyro
angular velocity summation was satisfied (i. e. open-loop gyro drift
is equal to zero at both wheel speeds).
* The angular velocities about the input axis can be related to the
torque about the output axis by the H of the wheel: MOA = H x WIA'
AA IA'
U4% L
This condition is satisfied at one unique azimuth orientatiobn.,:•: '-
Since a change in the east gyro residual torque will result in a new: az•
muth orientation in the gyrocompassing system, the open-loop. output
axis torque summation is no longer satisfied at half wheel speed. In the
absence of other errors, the measured gyro torque is equal to hlif th-
gyro residual torque shift. Compensating the east gyro on the basis of
this information should return the system to its initial azimuth or ie ntati-on.
Equation (3-1) represents the open-loop, full wheel speed: outpu•
axis torque summation. This equation assumes the gyro input axis: is
in the horizontal plane. In reality, this is very difficult to achieve., .buti_
the assumption does not discredit the validity of the equations. Equ ation;
(3-2) is the half wheel speed satisfied torque equation.
Full Wheel Speed
MR + A
Half Wheel Speed
M0 + A
Where:
MR 0
A 0
= the
= the
MCOMP =
MWSC = c
Combining equation
2M
AZo =
~0
W H + M = 0 (3-1)IEH COMP(
I- M +M =0 (3- 2)IEH 2 COMP WSC
initial gyro residual torque
initial azimuth angle
the initially required gyro compensation to satisfy
equations (3-1) and (3-2)
hange in the residual torque by WSC
(s (3-1) and (3-2)
VSC (3 -3)HH
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If at a later date, MR has changed to MR , then the azimuth
angle in the closed-loop gyrocompass would compensate by changing
to AZ  At this new azimuth orientation, the closed and open-loop full
wheel speed gyro torque summations are still satisfied.
M A W H +M 0 (3-4)R Z IEH COMP1 1
However, at half wheel speed, the open-loop gyro torque is no longer
satisfied:
HM +A W M+ M = M (3-5)
1 IEH 2 COMP SC MEAS
Combining equations (3 - 3). (3 - 4) and (3- 5):
M M (A - A )W HR R Z Z IEH1 0 10M= (3-6)MEAS 2 2
Measuring MMEAS and recompensating the east gyro by up-
dating MCOMP should return the gyrocompassing system to its initial
azimuth orientation, A .
0
3. 3 RESULTS OF WSC IN THE MIT 2-16 MK Ii (A 3 GYRO SYSTEM)
The major problem associated with wheel speed change com-
pensation was the measurement of the east gyro drift at half wheel
speed with a two-axis pendulum on the stabilized member. The gyro
drift measurement had to be made in the presence of horizontal accel-
eration-induced angle errors and other drifts occurring simultaneously
in the open-loop system.
The compensation technique was as follows:
Time Sequence
(minute s)
00-06 (1) Open east and azimuth loops for six
minutes, measure pendulum rate, and
compensate the azimuth gyro.
14
06-36 (2) After six minutes, close the gyrocompass
loops for 30 minutes.
36-46 (3) Open azimuth loop, increase gain of east
erection loop, and reduce east gyro wheel speed
by a factor of 2.
46-52 (4) Open east erection loop, measure east
pendulum output rate, and compensate the
east gyro.
52- 60 (5) Close high gain east erection loop and
return the wheel to normal speed. Then
resume normal loop gains for 100 second
gyrocompass.
The frequency of the compensation process depends on the long-
term gyro drift and the azimuth accuracy requirements. Although the
sequence takes an hour, it should be noted that with the exception of
the three-minute transients between wheel speeds, the system is always
stabilized and ready to be used.
Without going into a detailed reporting of the 20 months of
testing with the MK II system, the following summary of conclusions is
made. Reference 4 provides the necessary justifications.
1. In the operating steady state gyrocompass the three gyros
have repeatedly exhibited bias stabilities in the following regions:
east gyro = 0.0004 dyne-cm/day
Azimuth gyro = 0.0025 dyne-cm/day
north gyro = 0.0019 dyne-cm/day
2. The three 2FBG-6F bail bearing gyros have operated 15000
hours with negligible degradation in performance.
3. Automatic wheel speed change compensation showed itself
to be a repeatable process; it measured and compensated for a
cumulative azimuth error of 270 arc seconds with a total error of 30
arc seconds in 6000 hours.
UNCh3LASSIHElf
4. The total change in MWSC during nine months of testing was
less than 0.0038 dyne-cm.
5. ,Wheel speed change, using east pendulum rates to determine
azimuth and east gyro drift, shows promise of azimuth accuracies of
better than 10 seconds of arc for periods of time in excess of one year.
6. In the gyrocompas sig system using no gy"o recompensatin,
az.imuth-memorvy-mode stabilities of better than 5 seconds of arc lo,
may be expected over a period of time in excess of 100 hours.
This test was the first long-term, completely automatic attempt
at WSC compensation, and the results were extremely encouraging.
The data recorded during the test indicated that the short-term
uncer-tainties of the technique resulted from the data sampling methods.
Optimization of these techniques should produce substantial improvements
in the gyrocompass RNIS azimuth indicated error.
3.4 CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained from these initial investigations prove that
WSC could very possibly be the answer to the gyro-error-averaging
requirements of an inertial guidance system. However, there are many
problems that are not obviously reflected in the reported data. The
paraamount one is that the WSC technique was optimized for a particular
situation with only the end result as the criterion for judgment.
The optimization was accomplished on a trial and error basis,
thus giving little knowledge to the systematic properties of WSC on a
gyroscope. Because of this, each new application of WSC must again
be optimized by hit and miss techniques, which results in excessive
delays in the development of new and more sophisticated inertial guidance
systems.
The positional averaging techniques discussed in Chapter 2 a're
being optimized at the single instrument level, thus accumulating
knowledge of the basic systematic. and random uncertainties, so that
system performance may be predictable. Note that previous WSC
UNCLASS RiFD
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developments are just the opposite; it is known that it will work at th .
system level, but little is known about the basic effects on a single
unit.
At this time in the development of better compensation methods.
no one can say which technique is best either from an accuracy or de-
velopment-time consideration. The usefulness of WSC for ground
mobile systems justifies further investigations to improve its perform-anc'
to equal that of the other method.
Chapter 4 reports the quantitative testing of the effects which:
wheel speed change has on a single SDF integrating gyroscope.
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CHAPTER 4 WSC-GYROCOMPASS EVALUATION
This chapter reports the results of a quantitative evaluation• :
of a single MIT 2FBG-1 OH integrating gyroscope performing e.Wh:eel
Speed Change-Gyrocompassing. The objective of the evaluation : wiasi
to determine with a small degree of uncertainty the WSC-Gyrocompass
performance sensitivities to wheel excitation parameters. There was no
attempt to optimize performance, but only to do a completely credible
determination of the objective. Future investigation based on the
conclusions of this evaluation could possibly improve the state-of-the-i...
art of WSC-Gyrocompassing.
The instrument was tested in a benign and stable environment•:,
utilizing a completely human-free, automatic test station. The test
sequence and data acquisition were repeated approximately 25 times
per run, which was an evaluation at any given set of wheel excitation...,
In addition to monitoring WSC performance, the wheel excitation
voltage, current, and in-phase current were recorded at each wheel
speed during every cycle of WSC testing. Utilizing this information,.-
the azimuth bias , 800 HZ output axis torque, and 400 HZ output
V +V
axis torque were compared to the average voltage per phase A + ,V
the total power to the wheel motorVV )I cos 8) +' V c"C0os , 2
-A) c .A \ BA / B •
and the total mean square of the current to the wheel
2 2
I A B . The mean square of current was chosen in the belief that if
current directly caused an interference torque, it would have to be a.:• i
square function.
The evaluation was accomplished from the results of four controlled
test. The tests basically were to record gyrocompass performance.,
* The equation for azimuth bias is basically the one shown in:
Table 2.1 for one position WSC. The actual equation used may be seen
as Equation 4.6.
.** The 2FBG-10H uses square wave 800 HZ wheel excitation.to
achieve the normal running speed of 24000 RPM
19
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for several values of wheel supply voltage. The wheel parameters
were first held constant at full wheel speed operation and varied at
half wheel speed operation, and then they were held constant at half
wheel speed and varied at full wheel speed. Gyro steady state
performance at constant full and half wheel speeds were studied for
the same wheel voltage variations as the above two WSC test. To
complete the evaluation, two weeks of steady state WSC-Gyrocompassing
were accomplished. In addition, gyro settling data after a wheel
speed transient were accumulated.
The summary of results, conclusions, and recommendations are
presented in Section 4.1. The remainder of the chapter contains the detail
discussions of the test station, gyro torque calibration, test definitions,
test controls, and data presentation.
4.1 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Presented below is a summary of the significant results of the
WSC-Gyrocompass evaluation based on the data accumulated from the
six tests performed. The data are shown in Section 4.6 in the form of
computer plots. Here again, it must be stressed that each data point
is the mean of approximately 25 cycles of WSC. The uncertainty of each
point is reported in this section.
Because the wheel parameters investigated (V, P, and 12) are
related, a criterion for separating the predomininant effect from the
secondary effects had to be established. Following the ways of nature,
it was assumed that the prime sensitivity would be linear and the other
sensitivities would be of higher order. Therefore, the computer attempted
a straight-line-fit to the data when determining WSC performance
sensitivities. The parameters whose data closely fit the first order
assumption are summarized here, the rest may be seen in the data
section.
The only wheel parameter that did demonstrate a linear fit to the
data within the range of testing was the mean square of total current
(see Figs. 4.12, 4.15, 4.23, and 4.24). Table 4.1 indicates the I
20
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sensitivities with their standard deviations as determined from the
four WSC tests. The tests in which the 800 HZ wheel parameters were
varied while holding 400 HZ excitation constant did not yield any
sensitivities, because (1) the 800 HZ torque did not respond to wheel
excitation changes and (2) the wheel supply current regulation was not
sufficient to eliminate 400 HZ torque excursions.
TABLE 4. 1 WSC-GYROCOMPASS SENSITIVITY TO 12
WSC TEST .
Const 800 HZ Const 400 HZ Steady Steady
Sensitivity Units Varied 400 HZ !Varied 800 HZI 800 HZ 400 HZ
AAZ sec 7680 - 162
A (A1 2 ) amp2
A M
8 0 0  dyne- cm 1. 6104(see text)2 0.079A 8 0 0  amp .0800
iAM
400 dyne-cm 1 506 0.032 . 52
400 amp 0. 062 •
_ _ _00.
A(AI 2 ) LA
L
B 00' 8 A- B )400(A ' O J
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The agreement of the 400 HZ torque sensitivity across two inde-
pendent tests, must be interpreted as proof that the results are repeatable
with this test station and that a sensitivity to 12 exists. Referring to
Section 4.5 on test controls reveals a probably test uncertainty of about
10%. Therefore, although the sensitivities agree, they could be in error
by 10% on an absolute basis.
Table 4.2 is a list of the measured parameters and their range
of standard deviations for each data point plotted on the figures in
Section 4.6.
TABLE 4.2
Parameter Units
12 amp 2
P watts
V volts
M400 dyne-cm
M800 dyne-cm
Azimuth arcsec
RANGE OF DATA POINT-STANDARD DEVIATION
Ranges
Magnitude Standard Deviations"
0. 5-. 2.0 0. 001- 0. 008
9 - 20 0. 018- 0. 078
9 - 16 0. 009--0. 029
+-1. 0- -1. 0 0.002->0. 010
-0. 7-> -1. 2 0. 005--) 0. 016
-600-- -10000 30---90
where: N = number of samples
Xi =1
thi sample
-
i=i= 1
The above low uncertainty levels, with respect to the absolute
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magnitudes, give confidence to the curve fits determined from the data.
The data exhibited another phenomenon besides a sensitivity
to I. Although it was the 400 HZ torque that was varied, the uncer-
tainty of the gyrocompass performance was directly related to the
800 HZ torque performance (see Fig. 4.16 and 4.21). A sound
explanation cannot be stated, although a few pertinent comments can
be made. (1) The current profile during wheel speed transients was
not symmetrical. The wheel motor received a current spike when
switched to 400 HZ excitation and a current drop when selected for
800 HZ operation (see Fig. 4.29). This probably could have had an
adverse effect on the wheel magnetics at the 800 HZ operation. (2) The
performance evaluations were done by increasing 400 HZ operating
wheel voltage and by decreasing 800 HZ wheel voltages. Here again,
the wheel motor magnetics were strengthened for 400 HZ operation and
weakened at 800 HZ. This is probably the answer for the poor results
of Test 2; constant 400 HZ -- varied 800 HZ.
The two weeks of steady state WSC-Gyrocompassing resulted in
a standard deviation of 35 seconds of arc with no noticeable trend
(Fig. 4.25). The 800 HZ torque (Fig. 4.26) and the 400 HZ torque
(Fig. 4.27) were also plotted, with the result that there seems to be
correlation between the 800 HZ indicated torque and azimuth bias
performance. As a final evaluation of the I2 effect, the two week
measured I2 standard deviation of 0.003 amp- was converted to torque
uncertainty by the above determined sensitivities, and then compared to
the actual measured uncertainties.
TABLE 4.3 I UNCERTALNTY EFFECTS
(U) 8oo00
(U) M 4 0 0
Actual Measurement (U)I 2 x Sensitivity
0.0052 dyne-cm 0.0048 dyne-cm
0.0038 dyne-cm 0.0045 dyne-cm
2j
The agreement ire comparison is by no means proof that
WSC-Gyrocompassing will improve if current regulation improves. It
does, however, verify the sensitivities and justifies future studies into
possible mechanisms as well as regulated wheel supplies.
A possible I2 mechanism is the wheel power flex leads which
connect the inertially stable float to the gyro case. In the 2FBG-10H
gyro there are four flex lead in a configuration such as to minimize
mechanical (spring) effects; i. e. they look like parentheses, ( ( ) ).
However, electrical symmetry does not exist. Only three leads are
used for wheel power, while the fourth is used to ground the float. A
further investigation into the flex-leads as the mechanism source was
accomplished by an experiment that tested torque-current relationships
of four flex leads in brominated fluid on an air-bearing table. The
results are presented in the appendix of this thesis.
Based on the results obtained from this evaluation of WSC-
Gyrocompassing, the following conclusions and recommendations are
made concerning the MIT 2FBG-10H Gyroscope:
1) With the SABRE type excitations used, the repeatable
peformance of WSC-Gyrocompass was in the 30 second
of arc l region.
2) The presence of a performance sensitivity to the square of
wheel current in the order of 8000 arcsec/amp 2 or 1.5
dyne-cm/amp 2 has been shown over a range of 0.5 to 2.0 amp 2
3) The level of performance appears bounded by the current
regulation of the wheel supply (0.003 amp 1 o) performing WSC
switching and in the presence of wheel magnetic effects.
4) The electrical non-symmetry of the power flex-lead configuration
is presented as the probably I2 mechanism. More study in this
area is required and strongly recommended to insure that WSC-
Gyrocompassing has been evaluated to the limit of present
instrumentation.
/ 2
The WSC azimuth performance sensitivity to torque is HIEH
5130 arcsec/dyne-cm.
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5) The wh&el speed transition technique requires more in-
vestigation to insure a symmetrical, repeatable energization
of the wheel motor magnetics. Over-current impulses to
the wheel motor to set the magnetics should also be studied
as a possible solution.
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4. 2 GYROCOMPASS TEST STATION
The test station was designed to afford two gyroscopes a benign and
stable environment while evaluating gyrocompassing techniques. Figures
4.1 and 4.2 show the station and its support electronics.
The temperature controlled gyro-mounting-block is located on an
orthogonal pair of precision-indexing-Ultradex-tables. The tables can be
raised, slewed 1800, and locked-down, by remote programming to the
manufacturer's guaranteed accuracy of one quarter of a second of arc. The
horizontal-rotation-axis is nominally north and aligned to the gyro spin
axis. The vertical-rotation-axis is aligned to the local vertical by a two
axis pendulum which rotates with the fixture. The fixture is equipped with
sliprings for continuous unidirectional operation.
The astronomical azimuth of the fixture is determined by an optical
transfer from the North Star, Polaris. A mirrored cube is located at the
intersection of the two rotational axes, thus being visible to the two axis-
automatic-autocollimator at all of the interested positions. The line of sight
of the autocollimator is calibrated to a porro prism located on the barrel
of the autocollimator. It is to this prism that Polaris is "shot"'' by a Wild
T-3 Theodolite through a sighting tube in the laboratory roof. The
transfer accuracy is approximately 2 seconds of arc. Figure 4. 1 shows the
equipment used in the transfer.
The gyro digital corquing loop may be seen in Fig. 4.3 as well as a
sample of the signals derived in the loop. The calibration of the torque-
pulse-weight as well as the monitoring uncertainty versus sampling time
will be discussed in the next section.
All functions of the station are performed automatically by a paper
tape controlled programmer (See Fig. 4.2). The programmer can rotate
the tables, change wheel speeds, select data to be sampled, scale the data,
and select the number of data samples. The programmer, as presently
designed, is being utilized to only 40% capacity.
The data is accumulated on paper punch tape for computer reduction.
The analog signals are converted to a frequency by a voltage controlled
UNCLAS SIFIED
oscillator, prior to averaging by a counter controlled precision clock.
For purposes of gyro wheel excitation monitoring, True RMS
meters and demodulator type wattmeters are utilized. The RMS meters
measure the wheel voltage and total current while the wattmeter determines
the inphase current. This is done for both phases of the wheel.
The wheel supply controller is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The power
switch is accomplished by controlling the resistors on a remote-
programmable DC power supply. The capacitor is utilized to diminish the
resulting current spike from an inductive load. The digital logic insures
S that the transition from one frequency to another will only occur during
a fall or rise of the square wave. This eliminates the possibility of an
erroneous cycle which produces a non-repeatable test.
:;I
I .
.; ··~
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FIGURE 4,1 GYROCOMPASS TEST STATION
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4.3 GYRO TORQUE CALIBRATION
The MIT 2FBG-10H gyroscope utilizes a delta modulated pulse-
to-balance loop to compensate torques about the output axis. The loop's
interrogation rate of 200 samples per second is derived from a source
with proven accuracy of one part in 109. Therefore, a determination of
the pulse amplitude is all that is required for the torque calibration.
Although the torque is derived from a current level into the
windings of the gyro torque generator, the level of torque per pulse can
be determined from a direct gyro input-output calibration. The assumptions
made are: (1) the torque generator plus and minus windings are identical
(to within 1%), and (2) the torque generator current source is well
regulated (0.01%).
A calibrated rate input to the gyro is derived from an accurate
azimuth change of the input axis with respect to the earth's rotation
vector. Since earth rate is the input and the 2FBG-10H is an integrating
gyro, the measured pulse-weight is expressed in earth rate units.
Multiplying this rate by the H of the gyro converts it to equivalent
output axis torque.
The following equation expresses the measured torque obtained
from the caging loop:
MN + N(4-1)MEAS 0 N+
where
MMEAS = Average indicated torque measured from
the gyro pulse-to-balance loop.
M0- = Calibrated average-torque-equivalent of a torque pulse.
N+ = Number of positive pulses.
N_ = Number of negative pulses.
The H sensitivity at full wheel speed (24000RPM) is 109
dyne-cm/eru for the 2FBG-10H gyroscope.
The torque is measured by determining the time required for N
number of pulses. Since the total number of pulses per second is 200,
only the positive pulses need be counted. NPS is the number of positive
pulses for which the present counter will gate the timer.
Therefore:
N+ = NPS
N, N 200 T
N _ 200 T - Nps
substituting into Equation (4-1)
M N p  - 1 (4-2)MEAS 100T
Referring to Fig. 2.1 for the definition of terms, the following
torque equation expresses the MMEAS at the initiation of a torque
calibration cycle:
MMEAS = M NS ]0 0 100T 0
(Y, E) + A(S, X) HWIEH
+ (Z A)N A(0, Z) HWIEV
4
-M IM
SMOG R (4-3)
The gyro input axis is now moved 10 north utilizing the precision
Ultradex table. The following assumptions are made:
1) The positional accuracy is 1/4 arcsec. However the
sensitivity of input earth rate to A(YE)A is 0.003 meru /arcsec.
2) The rotation axis of the table is vertical. A two axis pendulum
indicates < 1 arcsec motion. Here the sensitivity is 1 arcsec/
arcsec.
Smeru = 10-3 -eru = 7.272 x 10 81 meru = 10 eru 7.272 x 10 rad/sec
3) The interference terms MOG and MR are constant
(< 0.01 dyne-cm) over the measurement interval.
Equation (4-4) indicates the measured torque after sufficient
settling time at the 10 north location.
PNS
MMEAS M0 1T 11 1
A + A + sin 1 HW(y, E)A (S, X) IEH
(ZA) + A(O Z) IEV G
+ [A(Z, A . + MOG + M:iR::.
(4-4)
subtracting equations (4-3) and (4-4):
00HW sEHin 1 TT (4-5)
0 P TTNS 01
Barring current regulator problems that produce an error AMO'
note that the error sources are independent of MO; therefore, their
per cent contribution is inversely proportional to M0 .
This calibration technique is not limited to 10 increments. The
azimuth changes are bounded by the torquing loop saturation level. Near
east, the horizontal component of input earth rate is approximately 12.9
meru per degree . If the pulse weighting is sufficiently large, a
linearity check can be accomplished by increasing the degree increments.
For small values of pulse weightings (< 10 dyne-cm), passing the torque
through null while calibrating should be avoided. This adds to the torque
uncertainty, due to the low signal to noise ratio in the analog section of the
gyro caging loop.
Two different torque weightings were evaluated in terms of data
uncertainty versus sampling time. The values were 130 dyne-cm per
pulse and 4 dyne-cm per pulse. The per cent confidence in these
magnitudes were 99.8% and 95% respectively, thus adding confidence to
At median latitude angles
the cited calibration technique. For the higher torque calibration, the
input axis was positioned north (737.7 meru), thus placing more emphasis.
on the assumptions.
The steady state uncertainty data for each torquing level may be
seen in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6. Note that sample times longer than 5 minutes.
offer little to data smoothing; the low frequency uncertainties are attributed
to the variances of the internal gyro drifts. On the basis of these
measurements and other investigations, a 5 minute sample at the lower
torque-pulse-weight was utilized as the standard gyro torque sample for
all WSC investigations.
With the gyro oriented in position "O" of the four-position test
(IA--E, OAý ), a week of continuous data was accumulated. The gyro
torque ( 4 dyne-cm) was sampled in 60 second increments. Each point on
the plot in Fig. 4.2 is the average of 110 minutes of data obtained from
100, ten-minute samples created by sliding averages of 10, one-minute
samples, translated one minute in time. Averaging the data in this
manner virtually eliminates the monitoring uncertainties, giving an
accurate picture of the gyro and the support electronics.
The standard deviation about the 7 day trend was 0.0009 dyne-cm
or 4.6 seconds of arc. Projecting the resulting trend per day for 30
days yields 0.013 dyne-cm or 67 seconds of arc in azimuth. The 3-day
excursions observed in the data are unexplainable. However, due to the
pressing problems in WSC and the acceptable drift data, the mechanism
of these excursions was not investigated.
The WSC azimuth sensitivity is HW )5130 seconds of arc/dyne-cm.
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4.4 TEST DEFINITION
As previously stated, the goal of this evaluation of WSC-Gyro-
compassing was to determine a systematic relationship between WSC
performance and gyro wheel excitation. Toward this end, the following
tests were conducted utilizing a MIT 2FBG-10H SDF integrating gyroscope.
The titles indicate the wheel supply voltage condition:
Test 1: Constant at 800 HZ - Varied at 400 HZ
The WSC performance was evaluated for seven different half-speed-
wheel-voltages. The full-speed-wheel-voltage was held constant at 16
volts. The range of voltages at 400 HZ operation was from 9 volts to 13
volts. The range was covered in three increasing steps and then three
decreasing steps to check for hysteresis. The gyro operating temperature
was held constant (1250 F) across the test by the gyro internal pulse-
width-modulated temperature controller.
Figure 4.8 indicates the test sequence for each WSC cycle, as well
as the parameters selected for accumulation on punched paper tape for
computer reduction. Approximately one day of data (24 cycles) constituted
a run at any given set of 800 HZ and 400 HZ voltages. It is the mean and
standard deviation of these data that is reported as the WSC performance
at a given wheel excitation level.
The wheel frequency and voltage were switched utilizing the controller
shown in Fig. 4.4. Upon the issuance of the wheel-speed-change-discrete,
the wheel frequency changes instantly while the voltage transition has been
slowed to about one second. This time constant was incorporated to prevent
large current spikes in the inductive load. No attempts were made at
aemagnetizing the wheel motor between wheel speeds, runs, or tests.
As can be seen by Fig. 4.8, data is being recorded at all times. While the
gyro is settling after the wheel change, the positional data is being
accumulated. The computer determines the compensation torque only
from the last gyro sample. This is approximately 20 minutes after the
wheel transition. As previously mentioned in Section 4.3, the gyro-
sample time was set at 5 minutes with a torque-pulse-weight of 4 dyne-cm.
800 HZ-I is 2FBG-10H wheel excitation for normal wheel speed of
24000 RPM.
The computer assimulates these data and produces the self-explan-
atory printout of Fig. 4.9 for every cycle. At the end of each run, the
mean, the standard deviation, and the trend are computed for every
parameter on the page.
Test 2: Varied at 800 HZ - Constant at 400 HZ
While holding the wheel voltage constant at 9 volts for half wheel
speed operation, the 800 HZ wheel voltage was varied from 16 to 10 volts
in three increasing and three decreasing increments (seven 24 hour runs).
All other test conditions were identical to Test 1. The 9 volt operating
condition at 400 HZ wheel excitation was chosen, so that equal current
would be realized when the wheel was operated at full wheel speed and
16 volts.
Test 3: Varied Steady State 800 HZ
For this test, the wheel speed was held constant at 24000 RPM and
the same 800 HZ voltage levels of Test- 2 were applied. Since there were
no wheel speed transitions, the test sequence was cut in half and the
number of gyro samples reduced to one. With the resulting cycle time
of 10 minutes, the run time was reduced to 3 hours. All other parameters
were recorded and reduced by the computer.
Upon initiation of a new run at a different wheel voltage, the
wheel was cycled once to the half speed excitation in an attempt to set
the wheel motor magnetics in a similar manner as the WSC tests.
Test 4: Varied Steady State 400 HZ
This test was identical to Test 3, except the wheel was held
constant at 12000 RPM and the range of 400 HZ voltages of Test 1 was
utilized. Here again, the wheel was cycled once to the full wheel speed
conditions prior to the start of a new run.
Test 5: Steady State WSC - Gyrocompass
Based on the -results of the previous four tests, the best WSC
performance was realized at 16 volts for 24000 RPM operation and at 9
volts for 12000 RPM operation. With these conditions 14 days of
continuous WSC-gyrocompassing were accomplished. The standard
data and test sequence of Fig. 4.8 were used.
Test 6: Torque Transitions During WSC
The gyro compensation torque was sampled on a continuous basis
in 30 second increments while the wheel was cycled between the operating
speeds. This was accomplished at four different 400 HZ wheel voltages
while the 800 HZ wheel voltage was held constant at 16 volts. No
other parameters were monitored during this test.
The above six tests contain the majority of information required to
evaluate the short term performance of WSC-gyrocompassing with a
MIT 2FBG-10H gyroscope. The interpretation and evaluation of the
results must be complemented with the test controls. The next section
discusses the control maintained over the test parameters as well as the
assumptions made in the interest of time.
4.5 TEST CONTROLS
The significance of any investigation is directly dependent on a
correct understanding and reporting of the test controls. The guiding
principal of control over this evaluation was to remove the biggest error
source -- the human being. By repeating the test conditions automatically,
cycle after cycle, it was hoped that an accurate picture of systematic and..
random effects of WSC could be evaluated.
If one assumes a completely random cause (no systematic effect.....
due to systematic testing) as well as independence between cycles, then..
the uncertainty of the mean of the data decreases by one over the square .
root of the number of cycles. Therefore, given enough data samples,
the resultant mean becomes significant if the uncertainties are random....i
It was because of this argument that approximately 25 cycles were accu muai-
lated for each run, thus giving an opportunity for a reduction in experimental
uncertainty.
Since the 2FBG-10H gyro was designed for the MIT Instrument.tion
No data is lost while the timing equipment recycles.
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Laboratory SABRE program, these tests were conducted utilizing
a slightly modified version of the SABRE gyro support electronics. Due
to the proven confidence in operation, as well as to the lack of suitable
monitoring equipment, the gyro excitation voltages were not monitored
on a continuous basis. However, daily measurements were accomplished.
All excitation voltages remained within SABRE specification (See Reference
6).
Due to the criticality of torquing current regulation, a check of its
specification of 0.01.% was made. The system power supply (97 volts)
was varied ± 1 volt, thus causing a ± 0.3 volt variation in the 28 volts
exciting the torque generator drive module. The resulting change of
0.001 volt, out of the 6.323 volts measured across the torque generator
sampling resistor, yielded an acceptable 0.016% regulation. This
evaluation was attempted only as a confidence check in the ability of the
130 dyne-cm module to perform satisfactorily (current regulate) at
4 dyne-cm. No effort was made to determine long term stability due to
the sophistication of the required monitoring equipment.
The gyro internal temperature bridge is set, while being assembled,
to the flotation temperature of 1250 F. As long as the pulse-width-
modulated temperature controller can control, the bridge will be
balanced. The absolute temperature variance is difficult to determine,
but computer reduced samples of the heater controller duty cycle
resulted in a standard deviation of approximately 0.020 watts over a
four day interval. Therefore., it can be stated with some confidence that
the gyro temperature was stabilized to better than 0.1 FO
The operating frequencies for the gyro excitations are derived from
a Standard Frequency Source located external to the station. The
guaranteed accuracy of the source is 5 parts in 1010 per day. This
source is continuously monitored and has demonstrated the quoted
performance.
Since the data is accomplished in digital form by a timer and a
preset counter, all of the analog data must be converted to a frequency
proportional to amplitude. This is accomplished by a voltage controlled
Self Aligning Boost Reentry
oscillator with proven stability of 0.07% per day. The linearity is better
than 0.1%. The transfer function of the device is determined from inoput-
output test; i. e. so many events/second per volt input.
Ballantine True RMS meters were used to determine the voltage
and current (voltage across a one ohm resistor) for each phase of the
wheel (four separate meters). The output of the meters is a d. c. level
proportional to the mean square of the square wave input. Due to a
limitation in time, an accurate calibration and linearity check was not
accomplished for these units. The absolute values of voltage and
current could be off by as much as 10%; however, it is the repeatability
of the readings that is of prime importance. The final WSC-gyrocompass
performance sensitivities may be in error by 10%, but it is the re-
peatability that give confidence to the fact that they exist at all.
Prior to the start of the WSC investigation, no repeatability data
was accumulated on the Ballantines: therefore, the basis of performance
must be the best observed standard deviation of the data over the first
5 tests of Section 4.4 (1021 cycles). These were 0.001 amp2 (529
cycles) for the current Ballantines and 0.008 volts (377 cycles) for the
voltage Ballantines.
The wattmeters are used to determine wheel power by demodulating
the current wave shape with respect to the voltage wave, thus determining.-
the in-phase or real current drawn by the inductive load. Here again a 10 %
error could exist in the absolute value of power. The best observed
standard deviation of the I cos 0 readings was 0. 001 amp (748 cycles).
The computer determines the power to the wheel by adding the product of
voltage times real current for each phase.
A question about the accuracy of the demodulator-wattmeters was
raised when wheel power was determined to be 16 watts at normal
operating conditions. The nominal gyro specification is 10 watts with
a cos 8 of 0.44. The power factor indicated by the monitoring
equipment (real current over total current) was 0.84. The basic probl-eml
involved is the square wave across an untuned inductor. A phase meterl
which senses cross-overs and visual measurements on a scope revealed
approximately a 30 degree phase angle. An effort was made to insure
that this was not the complement. A possible source of the discrepancy
could be the uniqueness of the station with its six feet of cables and two sets
of sliprings. However, it is recommended that when the VI cos e method
is used to determine power, the cos 8 be measured and not assumed to
be the nominal value.
The Kearfott two axis pendulum has demonstrated performance in
the 0.01 arcsec region for over three years on various experiments. An
extensive calibration, which included linearity and uncertainty versus
sample time, was performed on a calibrated tilt plate prior to the
pendulum's installation. The linearity error was less than 0.1%o and the
uncertainty tests revealed no change in the uncertainty (0.01 arcsec) for
samples longer than 12 seconds. This gives some knowledge of the base
stability. Figure 4.10 is the result of 72 hours of pendulum data from a
separate instrument located on the isolated pier. This represents the
pad's contribution to the gyro input axis motion about the spin axis. The
gyrocompass only requires stability over the measurement interval of
approximately one hour. As can be seen, the trend is meaningless since
the 1 sigma is three orders of magnitude larger. However, with a
1 sigma of 0.17 seconds of arc for 72 hours, the station is relatively
free of short term base motion effects.
The automatic autocollimator was calibrated similarly and found to
have an uncertainty of 0.1 seconds of arc for a 200 second sample. The
gyro torque calibration and measurement is discussed in Section 4.3.
It should be noted that since the torque is quantized into 0.005 second of time
increments, the timer only requires accuracy in the milli-second range.
The timing clock utilizes a 100 KHZ crystal with stability of one part
in 108 per day. Thus, with a measurement resolution of 10 micro-
-9
seconds and a quantization error of less than 10 seconds (based on
Standard Frequency Source stability), the measured uncertainty of 0.001
dyne-cm for a 5 minute sample can be beiieved.
The above discussion is an attempt to indicate both the confi-
dence and level of instrumentation utilized in the WSC-gyro-
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compass evaluation. There are many areas in which the level of
instrumentation should be improved to insure complete control over the
experiment, the most significant area being wheel excitation
monitoring. The time schedule precluded the possibility of gaining
complete confidence in the monitoring equipment. HIowever, the data
presented in the next section indicates that test sequences and conditions
were at least repeatable, if not completely accurate on an absolute
4.6 DATA PRESENTATION
This section reports the significant data obtained from the six
tests (See Section 4.4) performed to evaluate the relationship of WSC
performance to wheel excitation parameters. The summary,
conclusions, and recommendations may be seen in Section 4.1.
The data is presented in the form of plots created by a Univac 418
computer and a Calcomp Plotter. Each data point, on plots of the first
four tests, represents the mean of a day's run (- 24 cycles). The typical
standard deviation of each data point per curve will be quoted with the
results.
The following parameters are the ones evaluated and are here
defined:
2 I The sum of the mean square of the current in Phase A800 and Phase B while at 800 HZ operation: (2 + 12)800
K ::
2
I 2 Same as above except at 400 HZ operation.400
2 2 2
800 400
P800 [(VA) (Icos 0)A + (VB) (Icos 0)B 1 800
P Same as above except at 400 HZ operation.
400 800 400
A 800 400
800 2 800
4V Same as above except at 400 HZ operation.
0 800 
- 400
WSC-Gyrocompass Parameters
F 2M
Azimuth Bias = Survey azimuth - A HWE)j(Y, E) HA
_ -M 2 M-A
= 800F 400Hj HWIEH (S, X)
F-- •. ,:i .".
IA + A Tan Lat (4-6)-L (Z,A)N (0, Z)X.
M 8 0 0 = Output axis torque while at 800 HZ operation.
400  Output axis torque while at 400 HZ operation.
9
IW I 5130 arcsec/dyne-cm
IEH
The wheel excitation parameter measurements are discussed in
Section 4.5. The gyro compensating torque measurements are discussed
in Section 4.3. However, the alignment angles (defined by Fig. 2.1):
used to compensate the torque measurements in determining azi~muth bias
require some discussion.
The station's tilt from the vertical A(Z A)N' is calibrated by•two(• A).N'
position testing with the pendulum. This number is stored by the co.puter
and is updated per cycle based on changes in the one position pendulI2uIm
indication. The table was initially aligned to the vertical to under 2 s:conds
of arc. The variance per cycle is negligible as verified by Fig. 4. 10I The
gyro input axis alignment angles, A(S X)Z and A( 0 , Z)X' are calbiIrated
by four position testing and two position WSC-OA rotation testing: .Tabi
2. 1 indicates the appropriate equations. The uncertainty of these va'ue•:
(one sigma) are + 5 seconds of arc and _ 50 seconds of arc respIetively.
Here again, this only affects the absolute accuracy of the gyroco:mpass :
and not the stability, since the gyro alignment angles with respect to •-he
fixturing are assumed constant over the measurement intervat.
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The survey azimuth is determined periodically (once a month) by
a Polaris transfer to the system's reference mirror (See Section 4.2).
Variations in azimuth are recorded by the automatic autocollimator during
each cycle of WSC. The computer again performs the updating process
and compares this value with the system indicated azimuth,
, E)A HW . Since A, E)A is relatively constant (dependent
(Y, E)AIEH (Y, E)A
on base motion), the evaluation of WSC-gyrocompassing is really an
evaluation of the torque caused by wheel speed changes. The angle
sensitivity to torque at this latitude is 5130 seonds of arc per dyne-cm
2
I-EH
If MWSC is constant, then an accurate calibration becomes theWSC
criterion for acceptable gyrocompass performance. However, if MWSC
varies with the wheel excitation parameters, then first its sensitivity
must be determined and secondly the mechanism.
Inadvertently, with the request for the computer- plots, the
dependent and independent variables were switched. This does not
detract from the significance of the data since sensitivities or slopes
are the desired results. When computing the sensitivities (trend) a
"best fit" to a straight line is accomplished by the computer. The
assumption being that the actual mechanism will be first order while
the secondary effects will be of high order. Since these are X-Y plots,
the indicated sigma and sigma about the trend on the plots have little
meaning except as a comparison to one another to determine the
significance of the trend.
4.6.1 Test 1: WSC - Varied 400 HZ Excitation
The wheel supply voltage was held constant at full wheel speed
operation, while seven different wheel voltages were evaluated at half
wheel speed operation.
UNCLAS-1 FIED
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Figure 4.11 indicates changes in 400 HZ torque to be the major.
source of changes in measured apparent azimuth.
Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 indicate the azimuth bias sensitivity
to AI, ALP, and AVo rIespectively. Here again the first order relation-
ship is assumed to be the predominant effect with the high order
relationships of .lesser importance. Therefore, the par'ameter to99
scrutinize is I with its sensitivity of 7,680 seconds of arc per amp .
Due to the large dependency of azimuth on 400 HZ torque,
9
similar curves exist for 400 HZ torque sensitivity to I400 P and
7T ,a9 1- t- M400 400
4 () Figure 4.15 illustrates the I relationship to M of 1.506P 40 400 400
dyne-cm per amp' over the 0.5 to 2.0 amp- range.
The uncertainty (1 sigma) of any one wheel exci;ation parameter data
point (means of the run) was within the following ranges: 0.001 to 0.008
amp 0,01i8 to '0.078 watts and 0.009 to 0.029 volts. The range of un-
certainty of the data points for the azimuth and torque readings are
shown in Fig. 4.16 and 4.17. Notice also that these two figures
indicate a very strange phenomenon. The uncertainty in azimuth is
directly related to the uncertainty in the repeatability of the 800 HZ
torque. Although the 400 HZ torque was varied over a range of 2
dyne-cm, its uncertainty had a standard deviation of 0.001 dynle-cm
across the seven runs.
The results seem to indicate that the azimuth bias is dependent on
400 HZ - torque sensitivity to current squared while the uncertainty of
azimuth is related to uncertainty of 800 HZ - torque repeatability.
4.6.2 Test 2: WSC - Varied 800 HZ Excitation
Wheel excitation was unchanged for half wheel speed operation
while seven voltages were evaluated at full wheel speed operation.
The results of this test revealed no systematic cause for the
variations in azimuth bias. Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20 are typical
of all data. Since each data point still demonstrated the low uncertainty
of Test 1, it was felt that the test was controlled and the data accurate.
T:/)
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TY ^- P - -in searcn oI an answer, it was nmiLacr•tna-i•we 'uu tLZ torque witn its
large sensitivity to 12, (1.506 dyne-cm/amp 2 from Test 1) was not
held constant due to the limitations of the wheel supply. The resultant
0.076 dyne-cm variance could have caused a 380 second of arc variance
in azimuth bias, which is approximately all that it did vary (See Fig.
4.18). This in turn raises the question of why a six volt change in 800
HZ excitation only caused a 0.05 dyne-cm change (See Fig. 4.19) in the
800 HZ torque, while a similar change of 400 HZ excitations resulted in
a Z dyne-cm change of 400 HZ torque. A possible answer is that the 800
HZ operating voltage was decreased while the 400 HZ voltage was increased.
The wheel motor magnetics are a possible error source, but too little
is known about these to shed any light on the subject.
One effect that did repeat from Test I was the azimuth un-
certainty due to 800 HZ uncertainty. Figures 4.21 and 4.22 reveal
similar performance when compared to their counterparts, Fig. 4.16
and 4.17, of Test 1.
4.6.3 Test 3: Steady State-Varied 800 HZ Excitations
Without changing wheel speed the same 800 HZ voltages of Test
2 were evaluated on steady state performance of the gyro. Here again,
the same problem of unexplainable performance exist. Figure 4.23 is
typical of the data. The uncertainty of each data point is less than 0.002
2
amp by 0.004 dyne-cm. Assume the reported trend of 1.610 dyne-cm/
2
amp is correct, i. e. the plot indicated a straight line. Then notice,
using the 400 HZ torque sensitivity from Test 1, (1.506 dyne-cm/amp ),
that since the torque sensitivities agree to within the assumption made,
it can be concluded that the current square effect is not a function of
wheel speed. The next obvious choice of mechanisms are the gyro
wheel power flex leads. These should be investigated in fixture evaluations.
4.6.4 Test 4: Steady State - Varied 400 HZ Excitations
The same wheel voltage levels of Test 1 were evaluated at constant
half wheel speed operation.
Figure 4.24 reveals the effect current squared has on 400 HZ torque.
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astounding, 1.524 dyne-cm/amp as compared to 1.506 dyne-c:m/•-am-.
This gives much confidence to the control of the experiment, s-ince:;
two independent tests repeated like results. Remember, however', ;t•heý,
number may be in error by 10% on an absolute basis even though-:•i
repeatable in this test station.
The other sensitivities to power and voltage are similar to Test
I results; therefore, these are not reported.
4.6.5 Test 5: Steady State WSC-Gyrocompass
Two weeks of continuous WSC-gyrocompassing were accomp•ish• d
with 16 volts wheel excitation at full wheel speed operation and 9 volts,;
wheel excitation at half wheel speed operation. The resulting perfo":rmance
of azimuth bias, 800 HZ torque repeatability, and 400 HZ torque re-
peatability, are indicated in Fig. 4.25, 4.26, and 4.27 respectively.., "
Notice that there is some correlation between indicated azimuth and80o.
HZ torque. This reveals where future effort must be applied - in :
lowering the uncertainty in the repeatability of 800 HZ torque. Sincei
the standard deviation of the 800 HZ torque (0.0052 dyne-cm) has some
agreement with the standard deviation of the 400 HZ torque (0.0038&ý
dyne-cm), the wheel speed effects are eliminated and the 12 effect
was investigated. The computer determined from current readingsi8
taken every cycle that the uncertainty of the mean squared current :':
2
was 0.003 amp2. Using the torque to current squared sensitivitie.sý .
determined from Test 3 (Section 4.6.3), the following possible torque
uncertainty would have been caused by the current uncertainty:
2 8 0 0(U)M 2 = (U)I = (0.003) 1.610 = 0.048800 (I) 2AI
80 0
AM
(U).400 (I) = (U)I2  00 = (0.003) 1.506 = 0.045 meruq
400
The agreement of the comparison is by no me.ans prof:
that the uncertainty in the torque is due to the inability of the he.-l supply
to maintain current below the 0.003 amp level. However, it cannot
simply be rejected as coincidental either. It must be viewed smi•ply
S. .
The agreement with I from Test 1 wvas.
Uas a possible error source M" e Ar11 t:w regulated supplies are
evaluated. Investigations into the current squared mechanism should
also be pursued, because with such large sensitivities, the required
regulation may mean extremely complicated and expensive instrumentation.
It should also be noted that the data indicates very little trend.
Thus using the assumption that no trends or other low frequency
phenomena exist in the data (i. e. the distribution is random), then
the uncertainty of the mean may be improved by 1 //N . With the
35 second of arc uncertainty, a 5 second of arc uncertainty of the
mean could be accomplished in 49 cycles or approximately 2 days.
The actual reported azimuth bias mean of -125 seconds of arc
is of little consequence due to the fact that it is dependent on the value
of current at 400 HZ.
4.6.6 Test 6: Torque Transitions During WSC
The gyro compensation rate was measured on a continuous (no
data lost) basis in 30 second increments while the wheel was cycled
between operating speeds. Figure 4.28 is the result of operating at
four different 400 HZ wheel voltages, while holding the 800 HZ wheel
voltage constant at 16 volts. A typical cycle from each run is illustrated
for comparison. Run 38 is at equal current, Run 43 is at equal power,
and Runs 41 and 45 are at unequal current and power. These data were
taken prior to the start of the above 5 tests. They are included however,
to show the two basic mechanisms which affect the settling modes. First
is the inertial reaction when changing wheel speed due to the non-ortho-
gonality of the spin axis to the input axis. This is seen by the positive
spike when switching from 800 HZ to 400 HZ excitation. The magnitude
of the spike is dependent on the torque developed by the 12 effect. The
second and slower effect is thermal. This is illustrated by the exponential
settling after the initial spike.
The data also vividly shows the 400 HZ rate settling at different
levels for different values of excitation.
A close look at the wheel excitation transitions revealed that the
. . "..,U
IL.'
tests were not symmetrc ail. Figure 4.29 illustrates that while the
voltage is slowing change the wheel impedance is switched instantly. This
causes an increase in current when going to 400 HZ operation and a de-
crease while switching to 800 HZ. This could be the answer to the
noticeably poorer operation at full wheel speed. The wheel motor
magnetic effects might be more repeatable if activated with an over-
current surge. This could tend to demagnetize the wheel motor and
thus remove any history. Future tests will try to create this current-
pulse when changing to 800 HZ, by switching the voltage prior to
frequency.
The data reported in this section represents the results of just
one evaluation on one instrument of one class of gyroscopes. It adds
very little to the overall knowledge of WSC-gyrocompassing. It does,
however, indicate the necessity of controlled testing on single instruments
to determine the basic instrument effects on WSC, so that they may be
eliminated by better controls or designs. The question of usefulness
of WSC as an acceptable gyrocompass has not been answered. The
MIT 2FBG-10H gyroscope has demonstrated short term uncertainties
of 35 seconds of arc. This may be improved through better current
regulation, wheel switching techniques, or even redesign of the flex-
leads. Current regulation probably offers more immediate rewards than
efforts to stabilize the magnetic characteristics of the wheel.
Due to the attractive feature of no additional instruments being: re-
quired to perform WSC, the author is confidant that, as long as inter-
ference sensitivities and mechanisms can be identified, the optimization
of WSC-gyrocompassing can reasonably be continued.
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FLEX LEAD TORQUES vs WHEEL CURRENT:
A SOURCE OF SIZABLE UNCERTAINTIES
by
A. Truncale and P. J. Gilinson III
SUMMARY
In his soon to be released thesis , Stuart Kazin has, from well
controlled empirical data, evaluated the torque versus wheel current
sensitivity for a 2FBG-1OH gyro to be 1.5 dyne-cm/amp 2 (Fig. 1).
If the instrument is to be used to determine azimuth through the
Wheel Speed Change Technique, this sensitivity to current is 8,000
sec/amp 2
The flex-leads were prime suspects. These, although
mechanically symmetrical, -are electrically asymmetrical; that is,
with the wheel excited, only three carry current.
4ALS ONC:;A•SE
AL S ONFILOAT
S Lr% ._ I
T-481 "An Evaluation of a Wheel Speed Change Gyrocompass
Utilizing a Single Degree of Freedom Gyroscope"
Master of Science Thesis - Stuart Kazin
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was conducted at the EES laboratory. On an air-bearing table, torques
from four flex-leads in the 2FBG-10H configuration were recorded as
the total current was varied from 0 to 2.0 amp. During the entire test,
the leads were in brominated fluid maintained at 1250 F.
The results were not surprising. A torque sensitivity of 0.4
dyne-cm/amp 2 was repeatedly measured (Fig. 2).
The flex-leads were then excited symmetrically (each carrying
equal current) and data taken again. Insignificant torque variations
were recorded (< 0.040 dyne-cm).
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Clearly, flex-lead torques are related to the current they carry.
Under normal system conditions, this is not a forcing problem since
once the wheel magnetics are set (and with them the wheel impedance),
the average current remains constant . During Wheel Speed Change
gyrocompassing, repeatability is essential. Therefore, if this
technique is to succeed, this uncertainty source must be elminated.
The mechanism, although not yet pinned down, will probably be
eliminated only when flex-leads are eliminated. Until then, a brute
force approach suggests two solutions to the problem:
1) Maintain the present flex-lead wiring and
control the wheel currents (viz, a current
source) to 0.17%.
2) Design in electrical, as well as mechanical,
symmetry by bringing out separate wheel
excitation returns and maintaining the four
flex-leads by grounding the float to one of
these returns through some resistance,
such as 1,500 02.
On several occasions in the past, bias changes of up to 2 meru were
recorded concurrently with the loss of 1 pulse of wheel excitation.
MEMO: A. Truncale to R. Marshall "Wheel Power Observations"
July 12, 1966
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To investigate th nd dirty" experiment
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TEST DETAILS
This experiment was performed to investigate Torque vs Current
in the flex-leads of a 2FBG-10H gyro. The experiment duplicated, as
closely as possible, conditions within the gyro with the flex-leads
immersed in brominated fluid which was controlled at approximately
1250 F +±20 F. The test fixture is as follows:
XIAL ADJ:US!T-IN G
MEMBER
BE.R
The upper section of the fixture, which was fastened to the axia...
adjusting member, was separated from the lower section so that the only
mechanical connections were through the 4 flex leads. As current
wa.s passed through the flex leads, the angular displacement of the airibearing
79
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member indicated the
TESTS
Two tests were performed. The first utilized the 2FBG-IOH
flex-lead configuration as shown below. It should be noted it is only
mechanically symmetrical.
XFMR
20:1
Sixty cycle current was applied between 0.0 and 2.0 amps in 0.2
amp steps. The individual torque readings were recorded on a
Varian recorder. See Fig. 3. Typical current vs Torque response.
The second test consisted of a flex-lead configuration as shown
below:
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This configuration • 'e s th . ex- '.ads symmetrical both
mechanically and electrically. Again currents were raised and torq-ues
recorded. See Fig. 4.. Typical current vs Torque response.
RESULTS ..I
The results of the two tests are set down in Table 1. The
results of the first test show that torque is a function of 12 in addition 'to
a higher order function which can be noted in the slight curvature of the..
plot. (Fig. 1)
The second test has shown that use of symmetry, both mechanical
and electrical, reduced torque due to 12. Variations in torque between
0.0 to 2.0 amps are only 20 milli-dyne-cm as compared to 650 mill-
dyne-cm which resulted in the first test.
This test has shown that gyro flex-leads are a source of
uncertainty. Further investigation in this area may be desired. In
which case, using a gyro would give a more representative picture of h.w
this uncertainty related to an individual instrument. In this case, only
the gyro and its support electronics are needed. Torque produced by
excitations of various combinations of flex-leads would be monitored.
directly by the Torque-to-Balance Loop.
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